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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

____________________________________
:

BRO-TECH CORPORATION t/a :
THE PUROLITE COMPANY, et al., :

Plaintiffs, :
v. : CIVIL NO. 05-CV-2330

:
THERMAX, INC. d/b/a THERMAX :
USA LTD, et al., :

Defendants. :
____________________________________:

MEMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER

Rufe, J. March 17, 2008

Defendants object to an Order of a Magistrate Judge requiring them to disclose

forensically sound images of certain data storage devices to Plaintiffs’ counsel without any

limitation as to the scope of the disclosure or prior filtering for privileged or work-product

materials that the images might hold. For the reasons that follow, Defendants’ objections will be

sustained, and the Order will be overruled and modified in part.

I. BACKGROUND

The Order in dispute issued February 7, 2008 (“the February 7 Order”), and states,

in relevant part:

On or before February 20, 2008, Defendants’ counsel shall produce to
Plaintiffs’ counsel forensically sound copies of the images of all electronic
data storage devices in Michigan and India which Defendants’ expert, Huron
Consulting Group (“Huron”), copied in May and June 2007 and which were
reviewed by Stephen Wolfe, Defendants’ expert. These forensically sound
copies are to be marked “CONFIDENTIAL-DESIGNATED COUNSEL
ONLY.”1
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As explained in the Memorandum Opinion accompanying the Order (“the Memorandum

Opinion”), this production was required to permit a determination of whether Defendants had

violated the Stipulation and Order entered in this matter on May 23, 2005 (“The May 23

Order”).2 The May 23 Order, in turn, imposed an ongoing obligation on Defendants to return to

Plaintiffs any Purolite files in their possession, and then to purge said files from their possession,

custody and/or control.3 The February 7 Order makes no provision for the protection of any

privileged materials that might be found on the India and Michigan data storage devices in

question (“the India and Michigan servers”). By way of explanation, the Memorandum Opinion

states, “[i]nasmuch as Mr. Wolfe testified that he considered [the India and Michigan servers] for

purposes of [Federal Rule of Civil Procedure] 26(a)(2)(B), Defendants must provide copies to

Plaintiffs, regardless of any claim of attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine.”4

The February 7 Order issued in the context of a dispute around the deposition of

Stephen Wolfe, an employee of Huron Consulting Group, a computer forensic services firm

relied on by Defendants for both testifying and consultative expert work. Wolfe testified that, at

Thermax’s direction, he had performed two distinct tasks. The first was to produce an expert

report regarding whether an array of Purolite information identified by Purolite’s expert witness

Lawrence Golden (“the Golden Exhibits”) was located on a discrete set of data storage devices

(“the Thermax devices”), after performing all necessary searches of images of the devices.5 This
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set of devices did not include the India or Michigan servers.6 The second task was to conduct

electronic searches of images of Thermax’s India and Michigan servers for evidence of Purolite

files therein (which, in accordance with the May 23 Order, already should have been disclosed to

Plaintiffs and purged).7 The two tasks were different in several ways. Of primary importance for

present purposes, each task involved searches of different devices, with the searches involved in

the former task providing the exclusive basis of Wolfe’s expert report, and the searches of the

India and Michigan servers not informing his report in any respect.8 In other words, Wolfe

performed the former task in his capacity as a testifying expert, and performed the latter task in

his capacity as a consulting expert.

The instant dispute stems from Wolfe’s testimony that in December 2007, after

completing the review of only 5% of the hits yielded by the search of the India and Michigan

servers for evidence of Purolite files, he was instructed to stop the job by Thermax’s counsel.9
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Following Wolfe’s deposition, counsel for Plaintiffs and Defendants exchanged a series of

letters, contesting whether Thermax was obligated to turn over copies of the India and Michigan

servers to Purolite. Ultimately, counsel were unable to resolve the point, and they appealed to

the Magistrate Judge for a Court-imposed resolution. To that end, after a hearing on the matter,

the Magistrate Judge issued the February 7 Order.

Defendants raise two objections to the February 7 Order. They argue that before

any disclosure of the contents of the India and Michigan servers to counsel for Purolite occurs,

Thermax has the legal right to filter the information to be disclosed in order to remove any

attorney-client communications or work product material therein. Defendants also argue that

they should be required to disclose to Purolite (after a review for privileged materials) only files

which yield hits during a targeted search of the India and Michigan servers for evidence of

Purolite files, and not, as the February 7 Order requires, to disclose the entire content of the India

and Michigan servers for Plaintiffs’ counsel’s review.

In opposing Defendants’ objections, Plaintiffs assert that the February 7 Order

should not be disturbed because inspection of Thermax’s entire India and Michigan servers by

Plaintiffs’ counsel is the only way to ensure that no violation of the May 23 Order has occurred.

Plaintiffs’ further assert that Thermax waived any privilege it might have been able to claim in

the information on the India and Michigan servers by disclosing the servers to Stephen Wolfe,

who authored an expert report for Defendants, albeit one which did not in any way concern the

content of the India or Michigan servers.
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II. DISCUSSION

The Court may overrule an order of a Magistrate Judge “involving a

nondispositive discovery dispute only if the decision is clearly erroneous or contrary to law,” or

where the Magistrate Judge has committed an abuse of discretion.10

Here, in the February 7 Memorandum Opinion, it is explained that because “Mr.

Wolfe testified that he considered the [servers], for purposes of Rule 26(a)(2)(B), Defendants

must provide copies [of the servers] to Plaintiffs, regardless of any claim of attorney-client

privilege or work product doctrine.”11 In making this legal ruling, the Court invoked Federal

Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(2)(B), which requires a party to disclose all material considered by

its expert in formulating an expert report to opposing parties regardless of any privilege claims

around the material, and also cited to case law for that proposition.

As the plain terms of the Rule make clear, however, Rule 26(a)(2)(B) only applies

to material disclosed to and considered by an expert witness for purposes of his or her expert

report and testimony – that is, information the expert receives or considers in his or her capacity

as a testifying expert witness. Commonly in litigation involving complex and specialized areas –

such as computer forensics – a witness will perform dual roles, one as testifying expert, and one

as consulting expert.12 Information exclusively considered by such an expert in his or her



13 Id. The extent to which Rule 26(a)(2)(B) affects materials considered by a dual-purpose expert who
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capacity as consulting expert does not fall under Rule 26(a)(2)(B).13 A court should only give

force to this differentiation of roles if it is convinced that the information considered for

consulting expert purposes was not also considered pursuant to the expert’s testifying function.14

The normal discovery and privilege rules govern when materials considered by an expert

exclusively in that individual’s capacity as a consulting specialist must be disclosed to an

opposing party.

In this instance, the Court must overrule as contrary to law that portion of the

February 7 Order which compels Thermax to produce to Plaintiffs the entire India and Michigan

servers for Plaintiffs’ review, without regard for privilege, on Rule 26(a)(2)(B) grounds. Wolfe

repeatedly stated under oath that the India and Michigan servers were outside the scope of his

expert report, and that he did not consider them in his testifying expert role.15 Instead, his expert

report exclusively concerned the contents of other devices. Because the information on the India
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and Michigan servers was not disclosed to or considered by Wolfe for purposes of his expert

report, Rule 26(a)(2)(B) does not apply to the materials on those servers, and does not provide a

legal basis for requiring their disclosure to Purolite. However, the Court notes that Thermax’s

reasons for excluding the India and Michigan servers from the scope of Wolfe’s expert report

will be subjected to certain scrutiny during the immediate pretrial phase of this litigation, and

will directly bear on the ultimate admissibility of Wolfe’s testimony and report.

Notwithstanding the foregoing ruling, the Court wholly agrees with the Magistrate

Judge that, in present circumstances, a significant measure of disclosure of the contents of the

India and Michigan servers is necessary to ensure that Thermax has not retained Purolite

information in violation of the May 23 Order. The fact that Wolfe’s electronic search of the

India and Michigan servers using search terms designed to find Purolite information yielded

numerous hits suggests the strong possibility (if not providing conclusive proof) that Purolite

information is improperly contained in those servers. Furthermore, the parties agree that some

disclosure is now necessary, although they disagree on the proper scope of the disclosure.16

Thus, disclosure of the images, to some extent, shall be required.

To determine the proper scope of the disclosure, the Court balances the relevant,

contending interests. On one hand, Thermax argues any disclosure must be limited so as to

involve only files in which there is some reason to believe that improperly possessed Purolite

information may be found. Defendants concede that Purolite’s counsel must be permitted to

review such files, but contend there is no basis for disclosing the remainder of the India and

Michigan server files, noting that these necessarily would include the files of, among others,
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persons in senior Thermax management positions. Thermax therefore proposes that Purolite’s

counsel be permitted to review files, after filtering for privilege, that generate hits in a targeted

electronic search for Purolite information in the India and Michigan server images, but nothing

else.

Purolite counters that disclosure and review of the entire India and Michigan

servers is necessary to ensure that no Purolite information is improperly in Thermax’s

possession. Plaintiffs point out that this Court previously ordered full and unfettered disclosure

of images of individual defendant Narvinder Sachdev’s various electronic devices after it was

demonstrated, in part through his own admission, that Sachdev had intentionally violated the

May 23 Order by retaining electronic files containing Purolite information.17 Plaintiffs claim the

present circumstance involves similar evidence of a violation by Defendants, and merits the same

remedy of full disclosure.

The Court finds that there is not, at present, evidence of an intentional violation of

the May 23 Order by Defendants, as would warrant full disclosure. We know too little about the

contents of the files that yielded hits during Wolfe’s search of the India and Michigan servers to

reach such a conclusion at this time. Wolfe’s search may have yielded false hits, or may

otherwise have signaled files that were properly in Thermax’s possession; conversely, the hits

may indicate a Thermax violation. Lacking clear evidence of an intentional violation, the Court

will not impose the type of disclosure ordered previously in materially different circumstances

involving Defendant Sachdev. Instead, a more measured, yet still significant, disclosure will be

required.
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Another factor shaping this Order is that of privilege. Thermax argues that

filtering for privileged and work product materials should be permitted before any disclosure of

Thermax information to Purolite’s counsel occurs. Purolite counters that Thermax waived any

privilege in the materials disclosed to Wolfe by operation of Rule 26(a)(2)(B), an argument that

has already been considered and rejected by the Court, and also because the materials were

disclosed to and searched by Wolfe. We assume for the present analysis that some files in

Thermax’s India and Michigan servers contain privileged or work product material. When

privileged communications or work product materials are voluntarily disclosed to a third party,

the privilege is waived.18 An exception to this rule exists for disclosures to third parties which

are necessary for the client to obtain adequately informed legal advice.19 Under this exception,

Thermax has not waived its privilege or work product protections in the India and Michigan

server files disclosed to Wolfe. When searching these files, Wolfe was functioning in his

capacity as “a non-testifying expert, retained by the lawyer to assist the lawyer in preparing the

clients’s case.”20 Thermax did not waive any protections it might have in the India and Michigan

servers by disclosing them to Wolfe for consultative expert assistance in this litigation.

Accordingly, this Order must provide for a privilege and work product filter.



21 The changes and additions hereby made to the disclosure protocol in the Order are largely based upon the
proposed form of order submitted by Defendants. The modifications Defendants propose appear to the Court to be
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compliance with the May 23 Order while allowing for some limitation in scope and adequate privilege protection,
instead arguing only for the complete disclosure of the India and Michigan servers notwithstanding any privilege
claim, a position the Court has already determined to be unjustified under the applicable law.
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III. CONCLUSION

In light of the foregoing analysis, the February 7 Order will be modified to require

disclosure under a more limited protocol than was originally imposed.21 An appropriate Order

follows.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

____________________________________
:

BRO-TECH CORPORATION t/a :
THE PUROLITE COMPANY, et al., :

Plaintiffs, :
v. : CIVIL NO. 05-CV-2330

:
THERMAX, INC. d/b/a THERMAX :
USA LTD, et al., :

Defendants. :
____________________________________:

ORDER

AND NOW, this 17th dayof March 2008, upon consideration of the February7, 2008

Order of the Magistrate Judge [Doc. No. 293], Defendants’ Objections to the Order [Doc. No. 304],

Plaintiffs’ Response in Opposition [Doc. No. 308], Defendants’ Reply Memorandum [Doc. No.

312], and Plaintiffs’ Additional Memorandum in Opposition [Doc. No. 315], it is hereby

ORDERED that Defendants’ Objections are SUSTAINED, and that Paragraph 3 of the February

7, 2008 Order is amended as follows:

(1) Within three (3) days of the date of this Order, Defendants’ counsel shall

produce to Plaintiffs’ computer forensic expert forensically sound copies of the images of all

electronic data storage devices in Michigan and India of which Huron Consulting Group (“Huron”)

made copies in May and June 2007. These forensically sound copies are to be marked

“CONFIDENTIAL – DESIGNATED COUNSEL ONLY”;

(2) Review of these forensically sound copies shall be limited to:

(a) MD5 hash value searches for Purolite documents identified as such
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in this litigation;

(b) File name searches for the Purolite documents; and

(c) Searches for documents containing any term identified by Stephen C.

Wolfe in his November 28, 2007 expert report;

(3) All documents identified in these searches by Plaintiffs’ computer forensic

expert will be provided to Defendants’ counsel in electronic format, who will review these

documents for privilege;

(4) Within seven (7) days of receiving these documents from Plaintiffs’

computer forensic expert, Defendants’ counsel will provide all such documents which are not

privileged, and a privilege log for any withheld or redacted documents, to Plaintiffs’ counsel.

Plaintiffs’ counsel shall not have access to any other documents on these images;

(5) Each party shall bear its own costs;

(6) In all other respects, the February 7, 2008 Order shall remain in force.

It is so ORDERED.

BY THE COURT:
/s/ Cynthia M. Rufe

_______________________
CYNTHIA M. RUFE, J.


